An MLP-based model for identifying qEEG in depression.
Manual differentiation of electroencephalography (EEG) paper recordings in cases of depression is not very helpful. So, a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) has been used to differentiate the EEG power density spectra (qEEG) in the wakeful state from animals (control, exercised and depressed). The qEEG ranging from 1 to 30 Hz, at 1 Hz increments (30 input features) and also a slow, medium and fast activity (represented by three ranges of frequencies at the input) were used. After training with depressed and control qEEG only, the MLP has been found to distinguish successfully between the normal and the depressed rats in more than 80% of the cases, identifying, in the process, most of the exercised groups' EEG as normal. The reduction in the dimension of input features from 30 individual frequencies to 3 frequency bands has produced similar results. The rules generated for making such distinctions have been found to be similar to the clinical views.